Ergodic behavior is studied for a system with a finite number of elements whose populations develop in time, and form a'· stationary Markov process with constant :flows into and run-away transitions out of the system. The "monotonic" approach to stationarity depends on three possible classes . . of the initial state of the system: the strictly over-populated, the strictly under-populated and the intermediate ones. The form of the H-function is also specified. § 1. Introduction Let us consider a system which consists .of a finite number (N) of elements each of which is characterized by its population or its probability. The state of the system is specified by a row-vector P = (p;, P2, · · ·, PN) where. the no:r;,-negative quantity p, is the population of the ith element .. : If the time evoiution of P obeys dP =PW' dt '
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where 1V' is a square matrix which is independent of time, it is called a stationary constitute the system in Eq.
(1) by a "projection" or a "contraction", we obtain . an integra-differential equation which is no lori:ger of M~rkovian character. 2 ) If we try to describe a process in an open system, we have to take into account the flow into the system from the outside. The simplest case is the one expressed by an inhomogeneous rate equation
where Q' = (q/; q/, ···, qN') is the input flow· vector with a non-negative constant q/ for the ith element. The flow ciut of the system is taken into account by a modification of W' to include the run-away transitions. Equation (2) is used to describe the population dynamics of certain social groups 3 l and the kinetics of linear chemical reactions. 4 l It is hoped 'that the equation 'can also be useful m describing the kinetics of the probability distribution of a physical quantity m a restricted part of the. phase-space. Let ~s first write the differential equation (2) in terms of a difference equation 
for all j and i, by choosing a small enough time unit Jt.*l Since the' equation is linear, there is no danger in our studying the limiting properties of the original differential equation (2) using the difference equation (3).
In the case where the input flow Q is vanishing and· W is a stochastic matrix (i.e., L£WJ; = 1 for all j), the model represents a usual Markov chain for a closed system; for WIDCh the ergodicity is examined in probability theory, 5 ) 
(~ ~).
where A and B are· square matrices; otherwise it is called irreducible. If a transition matrix W (which satisfies ( 4}) is irreducible, an arbitrary element of the system can eventually be reached from another arbitrary one. We call such a W (and its system) "connected" and restrict ourselves to the discussion of this case (see the end of § 3 for the extension t~ "hierarchical" systems). We prove in this section the existence of .a unique· stationary solution of Eq. (3) which is strictly positive, when W is connected.
where Q= (qh q2, ···, qN). We shall be concerned with "non-trivial" open system for which the input flow is non-vanishing (i.e., q;>O for some i) and W is substochastic (i.e., _L,w 1 ,<1 for all j and ,L;w 1 ;<1 for some j). Let us first consider a homogeneous equation ing this procedure, we see that all the x/s vanish when the substochastic W is connected. This is intuitively obvious, since when there is a leak out of a connected system, all the populations would tend to vanish as time goes on if there is no input flow into the system (see (e)). The above discussion establishes this without recourse to the theorem due to Perron and Frobenius 6 ) which states that the. moduli of all the eigenvalues of W are smaller than one when W is substochastic and connected. The trick which enables one to derive (d) from (6) The existence of a stationary ·solution which is unique and strictly positive allows us to write Eq. (3) in the following normalized form:
The quantity c11 = (n 1 w 1 ;/7!;) is the conditional probability that, when the stationarity is realized, an "indivisual" which is staying on element i was on element j at the previous instant. 
measure the deviation from stationarity ( -1<x/"><oo). Equation (8) shows that the x/n+n is given as an incomplete average (i.e., L: 1 c11 = 1-(q;/7!1) <1) over the x/">'s of the previous instant. We immediately obtain the following:
If Min{x/">}>0, then Min{x/"+1>}>0 and Max{x/n+n}<Max{x/">}.
If Max{x/">}<0, then Max{x/"+n}<O :and Min{x 1 <n+Il} >Min {x; <n>}.
xN<n>.) From (10) to (12), we have Max{lx;<n+l> I} <Max{lx;<n> I}.
Thus, Max {lx/">1} tends to a limit as n-HXJ.
incomplete and the matrix C= {c; 1 } is connected must be zero; i.e., xi'"> --70 for all i as n~oo.
Since the ''average" in (8) is when w is connected, . the limit
We can classify the possible states of the system into three types: strictly over-populated states where x/">::>o for all i· ( (10)), strictly tinder-populated states where x/"><o for all i ( (11)) and intermediate states where the x/""s have positive and negative values ( (12)). In strictly over-populated sta'tes, Max {x/" 1 } is a non-increasing function for n and, in strictly under-populated states, Min{ -x; <n>} ' X ·is non-increasing; both quantities are nonincreasing in inte-rmediate states. In approaching the stationary state, strictly overpopulated states and strictly under-populated states stay in their classes, while intermediate states can shift to either of the other two types of the states. Figure . 1 shows an example of · the approach to the stationary state starting from an intermediate state.
We can slso construct an H-function for an open system, with a normalized stationary population or the "probability" .
.
where 'squlj.re matrices A~, A 2 , ···,AM are irreducible, and B~, Bz, ···, BM-1 are nonzero matrices. It is in addition assumed that only the "lowest" subsystem which is described by A 1 accepts flows from the outside.
